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Chairman’s Message
Greetings to all for 2013 from the Specialty
Vehicle Association of Ontario. I hope that all of
you had a Merry Christmas and a good start to
the New Year. The SVAO had a busy summer
and fall which ended with our general meeting
on November 24. We were able to convince the
Enforcement sector of the MOE to send along
a couple of their officials to explain and answer
questions as to how the regulations affect the
collector car hobby. I sensed that a lot of the 65 70 people present went away with a clearer view
of where we sit in this area as well as hopefully,
a little less anxiety. You can read further details
in this newsletter thanks to the notes from one of
our attending members, Andy Soutar.
The SVAO has been busy over the past
year helping to look out for our hobby. We have
been in contact with the MTO to clarify the best
methods of getting VIN errors on your ownerships
clarified on their records. There is a small report
on this in this newsletter. We continue to work at
finding methods to curb the misuse of Historic
license plates on modified vehicles.
There will be new rules this year for
Drive Clean testing of those vehicles which are
included in that program with the introduction of
OBD-2 testing in 2013. Most applicable vehicles
will no longer need a dynamometer testing but

will be tested by a plug in computer. For those
that don’t have the onboard technology for this, a
two speed tail pipe test will be done. A reminder
that pre-1988 vehicles don’t need to have the
biennial testing done, but any vehicle in Ontario
can be asked by a MOE inspector to undergo
such a test.. Unfortunately we lost the rolling 20
year exemption under the last Drive Clean review
but the SVAO is advocating for its return.
Lastly, this note is attached to our annual
appeal for you to renew your membership with
the Specialty Vehicle Association of Ontario.
The larger our membership, the more we can
represent you in our dealings with the provincial
and municipal governments. Our membership
officer Keith Corby has also contribute a great
article on the restoration of his latest project, a
1941 McLaughlin Buick Roadmaster which I’m
sure you’ll enjoy reading.
May you get all of your winter projects done
and be ready for spring!
Chris Whillans (SVAO chairman)
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Over the past year the SVAO has contacted the
MTO in regards to a few problems which some of our
members have had in regards to their vehicles being
improperly registered or having incorrect information
on their vehicle’s
’’s ownership.
The following information is provided to our
members as an update.

Vehicle Ownership Corrections in
Ontario
At present, the SVAO’s understanding of the present MTO policy is that the owner of a vehicle which
needs to have an error in its VIN corrected needs to
obtain a letter of VIN Verification from a new car dealer of the make concerned, or a registered appraiser,
or from the President of a recognized historic or antique vehicle club/association. Most antique car club
Presidents that we have contacted are comfortable
with this but have requested some guidance as to
what should be included in this VIN Verification Letter
so that there is some consistency across the board.
The whole idea for this submission is to get correct information on the MTO’s records and to make
it somewhat easier for an antique vehicle hobbyist to
correct typos, etc. that have found their way onto a
vehicle’s ownership. The SVAO has submitted a list
of recognized antique car clubs who have agreed to
provide this service to the MTO for their use. If your
club would like further information, please contact the
SVAO.

SVAO suggestions for the contents of a
Correction of a Vehicle Identification
Number (VIN)
(VIN) Document
The VIN Verification sheet should provide the
following information

Full legal name, address and signature of the person requesting the change.
A statement that the applicant is the legal and
rightful owner of the vehicle.
A statement that the vehicle is currently registered
in Ontario or is about to be.
A statement explaining what is incorrect on the
present ownership’s VIN
A statement by the examining club officer stating
what the VIN plate attached to the vehicle says as
viewed by the club official. (an attached photo may be
useful)
Make, model (if available), colour, year, type (i.e.
2-door, 4-door), and class (i.e. passenger, truck) of
vehicle.
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The date on which the verification of the vehicle
was done.
Full legal name of the Club/Association official doing the verification, the name of the position held by
the official (i.e. President, Club Appraiser, etc.) and
contact information for this official (full mailing address
and telephone number).

Misuse of HistoricPlates
First up, let us clearly state that the vast majority of hobbyists plate their collector vehicles properly.
Unfortunately there continues to be a small minority
that put Historic Plates on modified vehicles. These
actions, along with being illegal, do nothing to help the
SVAO in its quest to obtain a specialty plate for those
who drive hot rods or drive antiques but do not wish to
have the restrictions that come with Historic plates.
Despite what anyone tells you, when someone
signs the registration form for Historic plates at the
MTO office, they have committed a fraud if the plates
are to go on a modified car. When the ministry went to
private operators for its licensing offices, there were
some stories circulating that a few licensing officials
were saying that any vehicle 30+ years of age could
run historic plates. At that time the SVAO met with the
Minister of Transportation, who assured us that proper
instructions would be resent to all offices outlining the
proper use of Historic Plates. The Minister’s office
sent the SVAO a copy of this letter. If you know of
an office that still thinks that any 30+ year old vehicle can run Historic plates, the SVAO would like
to hear from you. Some members of the hobby who
feel strongly on this issue have reported some vehicles to their local police force for appropriate action.
All of that being said, let’s
’’s police our hobby ourselves if we don’t want to have some government
decide that they should do it. If you know someone
running Historic Plates on an incorrect vehicle, speak
to them and point out this adaptation of the old saying, ““If you aren’t part of the solution, then you must
be part of the problem!”

Provincial Election

It appears likely that Ontario will be heading into
another election sooner than later. This provides a
great opportunity for you the hobbyist to get your
views known to the candidates who will be soliciting
your vote. Seek out these candidates and ask how
they will represent you on issues that are important
to you - ie: old car issues such as emission requirements, licensing, etc. The SVAO will be posting some

suggested issues on its website HYPERLINK “http://
www.svao.org” www.svao.org so check on those for
some additional ideas. It’s easy to say one voice won’t
matter but if we all do it, then it grabs some attention!

Municipal Bylaws

The SVAO has been contacted by a number of
our members about restrictive bylaws which are being
considered by some municipalities regarding storage of, or working on specialty vehicles at a person’s
home. We are always glad to help out in these situations but the only way we hear about these proposed
bylaws is from you, the members. Keep an ear to the
ground and pay attention to any rumours you might
hear in that regard. Immediately contact your local
councillor and Mayor to voice your opposition to such
bylaws, being sure to explain the benefits that the
hobby provides to our communities. Don’t wait until
the proposals become bylaws as it is easier to get
things changed before that happens. Be vigilant, be
polite but firm, be involved!

Ethanol Levels in Premium Gas
Many of us share a concern about ethanol levels
in the gas we use in our old cars. Newer cars are
adapted to deal with the use of ethanol, which can
have a deteriorating effect upon various components
of the fuel handling systems in gasoline fuelled devices.
Long-term storage makes this worse and can
include your outboard motor, lawn mower, etc. if it is
powered by gasoline, so it goes beyond our old cars.
Because of this, I have been cautioned to use
Premium-grade gasoline in my old cars, especially
my 1940 Cadillac. So, to get the information I needed
to properly follow this advice I contacted Ultramar,
ESSO, Pioneer, Husky and Petro-Canada asking
about ethanol levels in their premium gasoline.
You’ll note I didn’t contact Shell as their website
clearly states Shell V-Power (Premium) gas contains
no ethanol.
The results reported by the others were:
Ultramar – No ethanol in Premium
Esso – Up to 10% ethanol in all grades
Pioneer – 10% ethanol in all grades
Husky – No ethanol in Durham Region Premium
Petro-Canada – Up to 10% ethanol in all grades

Clark Weddell (SVAO member at large)

MOE and the SVAO in 2012
As many of you will be aware, the SVAO
has spent many hours in 2012 working with the
Enforcement Sector of the Ministry of Environment
in Ontario attempting to sort out problems that have
occurred with specialty vehicles. The following is a
brief summation of that work and its results so far.
Firstly, let us restate the SVAO’s position
that ALL SPECIALTY VEHICLES SHOULD BE
EXCLUDED FROM ANY EMISSIONS PROGRAM
due to our extremely small numbers when
compared to the overall vehicle count in Ontario.
Having said that, one has to realize that such an
exclusion will only happen when the politicians
decide to do it and that is another whole battle.
Right now we have to work with the regulation and
rules as they are currently laid out.
During that past year, the SVAO has developed
a very good, working relationship with the Sector
Compliance Branch of the MOE. The MOE has
worked with us to develop their website into what
all concerned hope is a user friendly site that allows
owners of specialty vehicles to find out what is
need to make their vehicles “street legal” in terms
of emissions equipment needed. Basically a stock
vehicle needs to have what it came with from the
factory in terms of emission equipment. Non-stock
or “hot rods” in MOE terms, are different and I
refer you to the MOE site which can be referenced
through www.svao,org for the details.
When you get to the MOE site, be sure to read
the Question and Answer sheets for examples that
should help you decipher the regulations. If you
still don’t feel that you are sure about where you
stand, there is a CONTACT button on the MOE site
that will hopefully get you a specific answer to your
question. Just remember that there are only a few
people answering questions along with their other
MOE duties, so be patient and you should get an
answer back. If you are having problems, please
contact the SVAO and let us know.
The SVAO continues to be a member of
Drive Clean’s stakeholders committee and will
be representing the hobby in 2013. If there are
problems out there, we need to know about them so
please stay in touch.
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Vehicle owners can contact MOE for clarification of
equipment requirement but they don’t have the resources
to answer “thousands” of enquiries due to budget
limitations.

COMMENTS AND NOTES FROM ANDY SOUTAR

Q?:
- Reg. 361 allows an officer to issue a form that
forces a vehicle into a Drive Clean test centre for an actual
“tail pipe” emission inspection – how many vehicles that
have gone through a road side equipment inspection have
actually been sent to a test centre for this test?
A:
- none that he knows of

Annual General Meeting
November 24, 2012

Comments and Questions/Answers:
Andy Dominski, Director of Sector Compliance Branch,
MOE
They have 40 - 50 officers province wide for all
environment enforcement, with 8 staff dedicated to vehicle
emission enforcement.
They actually have fewer officers dedicated to vehicle
enforcement now than in 1992 (8 now vs. 24 in 1992)
head office is in Scarborough.
They work in teams of 2 except for 1 who works
exclusively with police.
They have 5 cruisers (look similar to MTO cruisers).
-4,000 road side inspections annually.
-heavy duty vehicles (diesel trucks) 600 - 1000 annually
-waste haulers 400 - 500 annually.
-light duty vehicles (cars, etc.) 2,500 - 3,000 annually
If vehicle “fails” road side inspection, charges are NOT
automatic – most are given chance to make repairs.
No new rules – they enforce existing regulations that
have been in place since 1988.
Story about charges laid during a Corvette club meeting
(where MOE was invited to attend) are false: MOE was
asked to be part of a blitz as a result of complaints about
noise – 1st Corvette stopped was clearly in violation and
was charged (resulting in $500 fine) – another 35 were
inspected with no further charges laid.
-$4,000 in fines is a myth – didn’t happen, fines were
$365, now $1,000.
-if charge is laid an officer would lay just one charge,
other items would require repair.
-all police officers have authority to enforce MOE
regulations but rarely do due to lack of knowledge about
requirements.
MOE officers work weekday day shifts only, occasionally
on weekends. They work with police and MTO but also on
their own sometimes.
They work closely with police in the ERASE program,
targeting (not his word) modified small cars (ie: “tuners”)
in 5 years they have done 16,000 inspections with only 15
of those being pre 1960 vehicles, with only 1 charge laid in
those 5.
They do not do actual “tail pipe” inspections during
roadside inspections, they don’t have equipment for this
they are looking for obvious VISUAL violations (eg: missing
or disconnected emission equipment).
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Q?:
- Can MOE answer questions about the “nut and
bolt” requirements for specific vehicles? That’s what
the average specialty vehicle owner needs, not vague
responses like “contact the manufacturer”.
A:
- they don’t have resources for this
Q?:
- Are two-speed idle standards changing with the
change to OBD II
testing in 2013?
A:
- yes
Q?:
- Is there any arbitration process for vehicle owners
where there is a disagreement with the opinion of an officer
A:
- no
Questions/Answers:
Rick Lalonde (Supervisor) Sector Compliance Branch,
MOE
Q?:

– Where do MOE officers get their information
about what equipment is required on the vehicles
they inspect?
A
– officers are trained to know what typical
equipment is required for specific vehicles
according to the date of manufacture
– sometimes the information is on the
compliance sticker on the vehicle – they
also use the MOTOR and Mitchell manuals
for this information – if they need more
information (eg: for a possible charge) they
will contact the vehicle manufacturer for a
detailed list of equipment before laying the
charge

Q?:
- Do the officers physically touch the vehicle during
the inspection?
A
- no, except to open the hood with the
owner’s
’’s permission – it is a
visual inspection
only
Q?:

– Isn’t the assumption of engine installation post
Jan. 1999 reverse onus?
A
– MOE lawyers have said it’s
’ ““direct onus”
’s

Q?:

– Do MOE officers use the engine numbers (eg: on
deck of block in some cases) to identify engine
A
– not to his knowledge – they take driver’s
’
’s
word for the identification of the engine eg:
displacement
My opinion:
opinion if this is so, then the whole
issue of engine numbers is redundant,
which is a good thing since many owners
are worried that the lack of numbers on a
machined block would get them in trouble.
However, I should have also asked about
engine casting numbers which – in some
cases – can identify the engine block.

Q?:

– Brand new “crate” engine with no block numbers
vs “crate” engine from rebuilder (ie: rebuilt junkyard
engine) with block number – does the engine with
numbers still qualify as a “crate engine” for the
purpose of emission equipment (per their policy
document)?
A
– engine block numbers are not inspected
by MOE officers as far as he knows – they take the
word of the vehicle owner/driver (plus receipts,
etc.)

Q?:

– What documents will prove that installation was
done pre-1999?
A
– receipt for engine, work orders from
garage if available

Q?:

– What if vehicle owner doesn’t have receipt for
engine or installation?
A
– not sure

Q?:

– Would a notarized document suffice?
A
– yes if made by seller of engine

Q?:

– Would information on an appraisal suffice?
A
– yes if date of engine installation is
included

Q?:

Q?:

– Is a “passed” Drive Clean test document good
enough to pass a road side inspection?
A
– might help but you must still pass road
side “equipment
“
” inspection
– If vehicle was manufactured to meet California
emission standards which requires more stringent
equipment requirements (stricter than rest of USA
or Canada – called “49 state compliance”) does
it still require California equipment for an Ontario
road side inspection or can it have lesser “49 state”
equipment to pass road side inspection?
A
– Reg. 361 says it must have the
equipment it was manufactured with: in that case it
would require California equipment not ““49 State”
equipment

Q?:

– If originally equipped with “closed” breather (eg:
oil bath) is open type (eg: dry paper filter) OK?
A
– if all other requirements are met, eg:
PCV tubing to breather where required

Q?:

– If vehicle fails road side equipment inspection, is
the owner/driver given time to repair or are charges
laid
A
– repair notices are usually issued rather
than charges

Q?:

– For a 1970 vehicle with 1967 engine – what year
equipment standards must be met
A
– in that case, 1970 – simple rule:
rule age of
vehicle or engine: whichever is newest determines
equipment requirements

The SVAO thanks Andy for his notes on the meeting.
The SVAO would like to encourage clubs or shops
to purchase some of those used MOTOR or Mitchell
manuals from eBay or other sources, so that their
members or customers can have access to the
information they need for their emission equipment,
rather than have them only go through MOE staff,
which can be time consuming for all involved. For
those enthusiasts who really are interested in this
area, having your own manual would be useful for
helping point out what your vehicle should have to be
in compliance with the MOE regulations, if you are ever
inspected.
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Me and my ‘41
Most of you have at least heard of my long, ongoing
restoration of my ’41 McLaughlin Buick, a few of you have
actually seen the beast, so you know that its’ real, and till
just recently, it hasn’t been out of the garage for quite a
number of years.
Here’s the story from the start.
I saw an ad in the McLaughlin Buick Club’s magazine
for this car in late 1991, described as 1941 McLaughlin
Buick Roadmaster Coupe, apart. Wow, that is an interesting car, but how “apart” is it?
It turned out that the previous owner had started to
restore the car, but sadly became very ill with cancer, and
died. It really hadn’t been taken apart too much, the driveline was still there, and it ran, but burned oil. A considerable
amount of the floor had been removed, and quite a bit of
the interior, and all of the body trim, but everything seemed
to be complete. The doors were nearly perfect, the trunk lid
and hood were also, with no dents anywhere, but the floor,
quarters, and trunk floor weren’t great.
I had been a fan of these early 40’s Buicks for some
years, and this seemed like an interesting and rare car to
have, and I decided I had to have it!
For those of you that aren’t familiar with them, I’ll give
you some technical details. During this era, two engines
were used, both OHV straight eights, the smaller one displacing 248 cu. in. and was used in the Special and Super
models, and the larger 320 cu. in. one was used in the
Century, Roadmaster and Limited models. As a side note,
the Limited was an actual model, not just a trim package.
This was usually on 140(the actual size varied a bit from
year to year) in. wheelbase (compared to less than 130 in.,
on the other models) and was often seen as a limo model,
with the divider window, jump seats, and intercom, but was
available as a big sedan for those folks that really liked to
stretch their legs in the back. All 90 series (Limited) cars
are considered full Classics, as per the AACA guidleines.
Plus to make it more complicated for today’s restorers, in
1941there were two different wheelbases used in the Special series, with the shorter one being about the same size
as a Chevy, with two trim levels on both!
So, model proliferation isn’t anything new to GM!
Unlike today, where who knows where your new car
was built, back then, due the import duties placed on imported cars, most models sold in Canada, even very low
production ones, were actually built in Canada.
Actual production numbers for Canadian built Buicks
have been lost, but we do believe that just over 3,800
McLaughlin Buicks were built during the 1941 model year,
with my chassis number being 2112, so mine is just over
half way through the run, with the body number at only 8,
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which if you extrapolate that, it means about 14 or 15 were
built of my model. Unless some other previously unknown
information surfaces, we will likely never know if this is
close to correct or not. This was an expensive model, and
being a coupe, it lacked the practicality of the sedans, so it
is possible that the production was this low. A fine gentleman who is no longer with us, Bud Oatman, and knew his
cars like few other people I’ve known, and worked on them
for years and years, remembers seeing what he believed
was my car in the early fifties a few times, and the reason
that he remembered it so well is because in his words “I
never saw another like it”.
I was the President of the McLaughlin Buick Club of
Canada for ten years, and no one I’ve talked to or corresponded with has ever seen another either. This of course,
doesn’t mean that there isn’t another one “out there somewhere”, but I think that it is equally possible that mine could
very well be thevery last one.
In 1941 the big news at Buick was what they called
“compound carburation”, which were two, two barrels carbs
working in tandem, using a progressive linkage system, so
that they operated exactly like a four barrel carb, but this
was before they were made. The front one was for starting
and low speed driving, but when you put your foot in it the
rear one kicked in, but it had an air loaded butterfly valve,
so that the engine wouldn’t bog at low speeds. This system
boosted the horse power of the big engine to 165, from 141
in 1940, and with the demise the V-12’s and V-16’s and
other cars like Duesenbergs, made them the highest powered new American cars you could buy. With coil springs all
around, and front and rear stabilizer bars, the chassis was
up to date as well, although the coils were certainly biased
towards the comfort side.
For several years I wasn’t able to do much work on it,
but around 1997, I finally got started, and have worked on
it every winter since. As I mentioned earlier, some of the
floor had been removed, and was nowhere to be found, but
in addition, the rockers were missing as well. The rockers
on this car are particularly complicated, as they have a front
to back convex curve, much like a bow from a bow and arrow, and have a concave curve from the bottom of the door
down, so pretty tough to make without special equipment.
Also, since so much of the floor had been removed, I didn’t
even have the rotten stuff to take patterns from, so I had to
find a similar car to find out what they are supposed to look
like. This I had to do numerous times, over the intervening
years, and thanks to the numerous owners that let me measure their car, or emailed me pictures of key components.
I was able to find a set NORS rockers, and which gave me
the key pieces with which to start to rebuild the floor, but all
the supports were bad also. The frame required only minor
repairs, but the floor nearly in as far as the drive tunnel
had to be replaced. As I continued to work on it some very
shody repairs came to light, especially in the trunk, I always
had my suspicions, but it was even worse than I thought,
(isn’t it always!) and this of course made it all the more difficult to redo, as the original material was either gone entirely, or so badly distorted due to the old brazing repairs that I

couldn’t be sure if the curves were supposed to be there or
not! For example, back of the rear window the sides of the
body were so bad you could wiggle each side up and down,
where the trunk lid fits, independently of each other, at least
1-2 inches! So it was a real challenge to get it all welded up
so that it all fit properly.
I was getting tired of the constant bodywork, so a
couple of winters ago I decided to look into the engine. It
still ran, and reasonably well, but had a miss, and burned
oil very badly. I tried to soak the cylinders with oil, in the
hope that the rings would free up, but it never seemed to do
much good, and the miss looked like a bad exhaust valve
on #8, so it was time to open it up and see what was going
on.
So it wasn’t as bad is it could have been, the rings had
lost their tension, and weren’t stuck, so all the tricks in the
world for stuck rings wouldn’t of done a thing! Cylinder wear
was slight, so the original pistons were retained, the babitted rods were sent out the be machined for modern type insert bearings, for better high speed durability, and compression was raised from about 7-1 to about 8 1⁄2-1, otherwise,
just a stock rebuild. To help achieve trouble free motoring,
I‘ve installed rebuilt carbs, starter, fuel pump, distributor,
and water pump round out the engine accessories.

other item that failed, or gave trouble, all within the first 500
miles, and rest have been trouble free!
A few other things remain to be done, like the balance
of the upholstery, the carbs are running a bit rich, and I plan
to change the rear axle ratio from the factory 3.9, to 3.4, for
nicer highway driving.
The car really does drive nice, tracks well and the performance from the rebuilt straight eight is remarkable for a
70+ year old car, as cruises easily at 65 mph.
I’m looking to forward to spring more than I have for
years, as I can’t wait to get out driving it again!

Keith Corby

So I went back to get the bodywork done, and finish
the painting. The original colour was a medium blue, but I
decided on another original colour, Royal Maroon, which
I chose from an original chip chart, but I don’t have all the
bits on it yet, but should look great with the chrome trim and
wide whites.
This winter is for the rest of the assembly, and putting
the interior together.
A project like this, on a car like this, is very challenging, and although I am doing virtually all the work myself,
it really isn’t a single person’s effort as it has been through
networking with numerous other people, that I have been
able to get the car this far. A few Rouge Valley members in
particular, I’d like to thank, are, Bob Patterson’s help and
advice with metal fabrication in general, plus his willingness to make parts that I couldn’t, Barry Moore, for the
loan of certain key pieces of equipment from time to time,
Bill Parkin, for letting me actually DRIVE his ’41! It had
been so long since I had driven one of these, I did wonder
how it would drive, and they do drive quite nice! One other
former member I mentioned earlier that helped me in the
early stages is the late Bud Oatman, a name that won’t be
familiar to newer members, but was a master mechanic,
teacher, and car guy extraordinaire.
So at this point I have put about 1,300 mostly fun
miles on it since it was licensing back in June till I put it into
storage at the end of October. I had a number “teething”
issues, all concerning rebuilt or new parts that I put on for
“trouble free” motoring. Like the rebuilt fuel pump that failed
in traffic on the first day on the road, and a broken push rod
that caused an unbelievable amount of oil burning, plus few
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Caveat Emptor
(or Drive Clean will stiff you)
Attached is a form which you will receive at the time of your next licence renewal, and if past experience
is any indication it will be consigned to the “blue box” unread. To just turf it could cost you money though.
The new OBD II test instituted by the environment ministry on January 1 of this year is a radical departure from the old dyno test. If you are having a 1988 to 1997 vehicle tested you are going to have to find
a test facility that still uses the old equipment. The newer ones, however, are now tested with a computer
reader.
Read this carefully and remind all of your friends and acquaintances to also read it.
The salient point is that clearing of the computer codes prior to testing will result in an automatic failure
and the need for a retest at your expense.
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